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The future hd ds many unknowns. It also holds a range
of already known choices that can be made by those
making decisions about higher education.... External,
particularly market, pressures will not alone lead to
the best results. Internal thought, resolution, and
determination are needed to assure that higher educa-
tion as a whole and institutions individually reach
-2000 with capacity to perform undiminished or minimally
diminished by the demographic depression. The surround-
ing environment in the next 20 years will create some
special problems that we can already see. It does not,
however, determine in advance how well these problems
will be solved or how inadequately human choice, or
absense of choice, will settle that. A downward drift
in quality, balance, integrity, dynamism, diversity,
private initiative, research capability is not,only
possible--it is quite likely- But it is not required

by external events. It is a matter of choice and not
just of fate. The emphasis should. be on "managing of

excellence."

Thre d Futures: The Next Twent Years for Hi-her Education

.Final report, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education,

Jossey-Bass, 1979.

In the Fail of 1968, John W. Gardner, former Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare, strode to,the podium at the annual

meeting of the American Council on Education, and launched a double-

barrelled assault on higher education for its lack of initiative in

dea:ing with probTems of urban life. He declared, "The colleges and

universities of this country have not respon'ded impressively to the

urban crisis. They have been notable laggard...very-few have pursued

any aspect of the urban crisis with therintellectual rigor it requires.

Even fewer have accepted the real world of the city on their doorstep

as a laboratory in which they can advance those intellectual pursuits."

Institutions of postsecondary education are "of society." That

is to say, they are created to fill a role that society has deemed

necessary a3 it relates to its well being. Viewed in this light, post-

secondary education takes its place alongside elementary and secondary
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education, human services, government, housing, and transportation,

as it attempts to impact on the quality of life.

The point that John Gardner was making is that if postsecondary

education is truly doii!g Its job, it has an impact on virtually every

institution of society. If postsecondary education is to remain viable

in the years ahead, it must be cognizant of societal forces, trendsi

and effects as they occur in the college context and service en

went. Because our college environments are different, the analysis

which follows is general. Nor is it an exhaustive analysis. Rather,

the analysis contains a few select examples which are illustrative oZ

al:tread range of forces, trends, --_-_d effects which intrude upon the

policy-making and resource allocati.o n functions of postsecondary ed-

ucation.-

The first force is the educational revolution. Francis Keppel,

former United States Assistant Secretary-of Health, Education

Welfare, talks about The Necessary Revolution in American Education

He states,

The first revolution in American education was a

revolution in quantity. Everyone was to be provided the

chance for an education of some sort. That revolution

is almost won in the schools, and is on its way in higher

education. The second revolution is equality in oppor-

tunity. Thr..t revolution is under way. The next turn
1

of the wheel must be a revolution in quality.

John D. Rockerfeller III, Chairman the Commission on Population

Growth, calls for a revolution in a slightly different way. Rocker-
2

feller's premise is that The Second American Revolution seeks to

establish a person-centered society to promote humanity and idealism
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in all Americans. In his synthesis - termed the "Humanistic

Revolution" - Rockerfeller offers prescriptions to create new

structures and restructuring existing institutions to plan and

effectuate humanistic goals. In Accent on Learning, K. Patricia

Cross suggests the revolution is from "educational opportunity for
3

all" td "educational opportunity for each." Willard Wirtz indicates

that we are in a revolution which is linking more closely the world

of work with the world of education, a process of integrating the

"learning

This

to equal

produced

4

to do" system with -the doing to learn" system.

aggregate force is producing a series of trends with regard

access and lifelong learning. These trends, in turn, have

A
a variety of effects or reactions such as professional

development programs and centers for instructional development. In

a recent study it was noted that more than 80 instructional improve-

ment centers have been developed in colleges and universities during
5

this last decade. If we conceive of formal education as a life-
-

long process and recognize that part-time adult continuing education

and open-learning systems (including open entry, career ladder, and

open exit options) are the order of the day, then we have to conceive

our educational programs within that frame of reference.

A second major force is accou. This elusive force has

caused some persons to refer to our time as "The Age of Product

Liability" or "The Age of Truth in Packaging." This aggregate force

is producing several trends in federal legislation, government reg-

ulations and consumer _representation in an effort to make higher edu-

cation more responsive to unmet societal needs. While it is not al-

together clear whether the first item listed under reactions is cause

or effect,, there has been a significant change in public confidence
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in well established functions. This alarming lack of faith in a wide

variety of American nstitutions is displayed in the General Social

Survey made by the National Opinion Research Center in September 1975.

A critical analysis of this report suggests that the greatest loss of

confidence occurred in organized religion and education.

Accountability manifests itself in several ways. During recent

years Americans have become concerned about the "return" on their

investment in the college experience. Demands for accountability from

tax payers, primarily through state legislatures, and the rising cost of

tuition provide cause to ask, "Is support of postsecondary education

worth the time and money in terms of the individual and value added to

society?" Several researchers have presented data about the benefits of
-6

college for individuals and the returns to society in general. The re-

search evidence indicates clearly that the college experience raises

your level of knowledge and cognitive powers; increases personal self-

discovery and psychological well-being; enhances traits such as adapta-

bility; and positively affects your earning ability. The research

evidence indicates the college-experience makes you more careful in

child raising, more efficient consumers, better users of leisure time,

and healthier. The research also indicates that the college experience

contributes to greater interest in politics and community affairs, that

it helps to produce more responsible citizens and provides professional

leaders who improve social conditions. Research and evaluation must,

however, go beyond the benefits of college for individuals and society

in general. Research must include more in the way a specific institution.

or,system __acts upon the quality of life in a region or state.

Other effects the accountability force is having upon our in-

stitutions include major shifts in power among people and institutions.



H;E.W. officials estimate at least 40 packages of regulations were
7

needed to carry out the Education Amendments of 1976 alone.

Vocational Educational Data Systems (VEDS) is but one ex e. Boston

Children's Hospital president Leonard Cronkhite painted a globmy

picture of American medicine increasingly menanced and strangled by

the burgeoning tentacles of a away federal bureaucracy gone ma.d,

he stepped down as chairman of the Association of American Medi-

cal Colleges during the association's annual meeting in 1976.

Cronkhite asserted, "Big government has'erected an enormous bureaucra-

tic structure which in terms f its growth rate and invasiveness, has

many of the characteristics of a malignancy. It devours major asserts

under the banner of frugality. It is ambiguous and unwieldly, It

appears uncontrollable and has become a fourth branch of government

with far more autonomy than the other three.

has failed miserably in the control of costs

Most impor tantly,
8

Another force is the realization of finite resources. In'higher

education the signs of this force include the number of persons seek-

ing a postsecondary education experience, the practical limits of

tuition increases, and the inflationary nature of our labor-intensive

industry. Because, in part, of finite resources, postsecondary edu-

cation has begun to show concern for planning and management techniques

for the more efficient and effective operation of the corporate enter-

prise. This has resulted in the evolution of systems in postsecondary

education and an emphasis on consortia and regional approaches. A

comparative study of 37 regional plans in 24 statesis presented in a

monograph entitled Regionalism and Statewide Coordination of Post-
9

secondarxEducation. Data are beginning to appear about the Benefits
10

of Collegiate Cooperation.



Another trend that has resulted from this fo ce is a beginning

evolution of planning. In health care,,the Hospital Survey and

Construction Act of 1946; was one of the first major efforts to bring

a rational and systematic focus to-health care delivery system planning.

For the past tnirty-ye*s there has bebn continual refinement ,in the

federal legislation relative to health care and education planning.

The "Health Planning and Resource Development Act of 1964" (P.L. 93-641

and P.L. 96-79) charges HealLa Systems Agencies to deal with issues

that require coordination with academic health science centers. The

"Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976" (P.L. 94-484)

outlines broad areas of responsibility for the health professions that

requires coordination between poStsecondary education, health professions

and a wide range of agencies. The-functional relationships are not

clearly defined at the present time and their development will be a

slow pr,cess of evolution.

0 e effect of this force has been to help'claify concepts such

as strategic and operational planning andiintramural and intermural

planning. Another effect of this force have been the development of

tools to help manage organizations. These tools include Management By

Objectives (MB0); Planning, Programming, Budgeting System (PPBS); Plann-

ing, Managing, and Evaluation (PME) System; EDUCOM Financial Planning

Model (EFPM); and Higher Education Management Information (HEW). These

tools have several characteristics in common including (1) clarification

of mission, essential purposes, and goals of the enterprise; (2) a data
11

based planning process; (3) an assessment of the external and internal.
12

environments; (4) a linking of fiscal resources to goals and objectives;

and (5) a personnel development co anent to complement the structural
3

component.
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Changes_ in the workplace, trends in worker dissatisfaction,
1S 16

productivity, 'worker underutiiization, and investment in research
7

and development are worthy of our analysis. Investment of business_,

and industry in education ana training is of particular interest.

Postsecondary education at one time stcod as the giant.oak as

the primary source of knowledge /information generation and transmission.

Postsecondary education had exclusive r.ght on a monopoly. Since an _

early study published in 1961 by the American Council on Education,

business and industry has become involved in education and training in
18

a big way. An article in the October 1978 issue of the American
19

Association of H her Education Bulletin begins as follows:

An extensive education and training system exists
in private industry and government. The National Confer-
ence Board, for example, reports that in the,single recession
year of 1975 the nation's 7,500 largest private employers
spent over $2 billion_ on employee education--as much as the
recent annual totals of all contributions from all sources
to colleges and universities. And while college and univer-
sity-based education is s'cabilizing and/or declining, the
training and development sector in business, industry,and
government is expanding rapidly.

Several years ago Kenneth Boulding gave us a warning
by drawing an analogy between higher education and that
other industry in decline--the railroads.' The problem, he
said,4was that railroad managers did not view themselves
as part of a larger transportation system, but simply as
manager of an isolated segment, the railroads.

a 20

An article in The New York Times begins as follows:

Last year the American Telephone and Telegraph company
spent $700 million on education programs for its employees,
or more than three times the $213 million annual budget of
the MaSsachusetts Institute of Technology.

Sixteen courses run by McGraw-Hill for its employees
have been approved for college cr4t by the New York State
Department of Education. At Hon ymell, Inc., in Minneapolis
more than 3,500 employees enrolled this year in 183 courses
ranging from solar heating and cooling to women in business.

11
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The introduction to an article in the May 1980 issue of the
21

Training and Development Journal is as follows:

Industry spends on employee education ,ore than six
times the amount appropriated by all the states for all
of higher'education! If money is power, then industry
occupies a power position in continuing education.

Industry is not only a major consumer of continuing
education provided by others, it is also a major provider
of continuing education, with large "in-house" training
staffs and facilities. If competition is conflict, then
industry is a source of conflict in continuing education,
competing directly with other providers and pitting pro-
vider against provider as bidders for its continuing
education dollars.

Robert Kost points out that industry's principal
objective in continuing education is pragmatic: Continuing
education should provide skills and knowledge that will
improve employees' capabilities and be reflected in the
quality of their performance and in their productivity.
But industry is not sc pragmatically profit-oriented that
its concept-of continuing education is totally restricted
to,task-related training; there is considerable support
for Quality of Work Life programs, and the liberal arts

well as industrial arts.
Industry, Kost says, wants to cooperate with educar

tional institutions, yet is not receiving the response
it expects from academic sources, which is surprising in
view of the widely-held assur.:tion that such sources'are
securing college-credit equivalents, and some programs
are even securing degree-granting accreditatioh.

The relationship between technological developments and shifts

in business and industry is also of interest. This point is, made in

a recent labor-backed study that contends that an epidemic of plant

shutdowns is sweeping the nation, with companies'moving factories

and leaving behind a trail of human and community devastation. The

study reports that between 1969 and 1976, pant-shutdowns and reloca-

tions elimina ed 15 million jobs and created 16.4 million new ones,
22

a slight net increase. overall. The new jobs on an average, however,'

were lower-paying and in different regions of the country and did not

go to people who were left unemployed by shutdowns- in the first place.



'Changes in'the workplace include imbalances in types of man-

power supply and demand. An assembly sponsored by the American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the American Vocational

Association, and the American Society for Training and Development

called-for a drive to end the shortage of skilled workers and recommen-
23

ded several specific recommendations:

The federal government should establish a policy on
the development of human resources that\designates lifelong
education and training as an "absolutely\7cessary national
investment."

-President Carter should call a White house conference
to draw attention:to the need for a natlonalqiolicy designed
to increr the productivity of workers and 'o decrease un-
employ-

Department of Education should promote more
do m.- on between educational institutions and business
on manpowur issun.

The major national associations concerned with
occupational education and training should establish pilot
projects to demonstrate that-tolether-education, business,
and industry can produde skilled workers:

A national program to define job markets and provide
information on which to base cooperative training and
education programs.

A national commitment to continuing education programs
that would help workersupgrade their skills and attitudes
and train for new; positions.

"Education-delivery systems," such ms competency-
based, instruction, that allow students to enter and trans-
fer to or from any high-school, post-high-school, military,
labOr, or industrial education program.

A program to identify and publicize "effective working
relationships" that education and industry have,already
established.

No'discussion about ch ages in the workplade would be dOmplete,

without reference to technological advances and the development of
9

robots. A robot ".' is a ,programmable, computer-controlled machine

that can be manipulated to do difficult work faster than a human

being and with less hence for error and impeection. Moreover,

robots can go where men,can't go or are forbidden to go, as to weld

inside a car body). Robots also aren't known to complain about air

13
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or noise pollution. And_they don't talk back to Shop stewards,
24

demand raises, or go out on strike." The world population of robots

used in industrial manufacturing is 17,500. Of these, 2,000 are in
25

Europe, 2,500 are larthe U.S. and 13,000 in Japan. The world is

on the threshold of bursting developments in robots through the

addition of microprocessor "brains" that allow them to- switch their

/programs automatically and the acquisition of touch and a sense of

sight through TV cameras.

Changes in the higher education workplace deserve some comment.

40

After a long period of expansion in higher education and business

and industry, opportunity in teaching and research have contracted

sharply. Many persons completing the Ph.D. and hoping for research

positions are turning to teaching positions or which they may be

ill prepared. Oversupply of trained individuals in selected fields

of study results in limited mobility and the infusion-of new energy

and idea. A major task is to help design new careers for those

persons who reluctantly find themselves working in positions in which
26

they find little satisfaction.

Undersupply of trained individuals is equally disruptive to

systematic growth in a program. Rapid turnover of personnel makes

extremely difficult to chart a course of action for a particular

program and sustain it over time. With the projected decline in the

ti

number of high school graduateS and the erosion of fiscal resources,

many institutions turn to part-time faculty as a means of continuing

programs.

p

While some of the changes in the workplace are attributible,

to oversupply and undersupply, there is also the issue of

_i_ncentiv_es_._A_study:of__the changing workpT.ate led Daniel_Unkelovich

to conclude:
-10-
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No question will dominate the work place in thp 1980s
more than how to revamp incentives to match the new motiva-
zions of workers. Today, millions who do hold paid jobs
find the present incentive system so unappealing that they
are no longer motivated to work hard. As a consequence,
not only do they withdraw emotional involvement from the
job, they also insist upon steady increases in pay. and
fringe benefits to compensate for the job's lack of appeal.

Rosabeth Moss Kanter ridicates that a growing number, of people

work for self-fulfillment in addition to economic necessity, but
27

that noneconomic incentives may increase in importance. Nonecon-

omic benefits go beyond the traditional range of fringe benefits

of health, dental, and even legal insurance. Noneconomic benefits

include such things as flexible scheduling and opportunity in terms

of advancement, challenge, increase in influence, and skill develop
28

'ment. Opportunity, however, is structured. There are paths and

tracks which are often fuzzy.--

.The issue of productivity in higher education lies, in part,

in organizational socialization practices and programs, how college

personnel learn what work is valued in the organization, how pertonnel

manifest effective performance, and how they become a loyal and
29

committed member. There is little research data with reprd to

how organizational socialization depends on personnel variables

(e.g., aptitudes, motivation, gender) group variables (e.g.', struc-

ture and composition of work grqups, peer group phenomena, leadership),

and organizational factors (e.g., incentives disincentives, career

paths, education and training programs, role clarity, communication,

and feedback patterns)

There is growing evidence that educated workers do not like
30

to be organized from the top. CreatiVity and imagination, tools

of the information development and processing industry, cannot be



organized so readily from the top down. Norman Macrae, the deputy

editor of the London Economist, predicts organizations of the future
31 .

will consist of "Confederations-of Entrepreneurs." Whatever the

long range design, it. appears incontrovertible that for the 80s that

the personnel development component within an organization must be

parallel in sophistication and non-contradictory in design to the

institution's planning and management system. And, if they are,

concutrently developed personnel and structural components are mutually

supportive and increase the effectiveness of each far beyond the
32

capability of either.

An examination of the rights movement is also in order, particu-

larly the right to work. Changes in the economy are linked directly

to dislocations and unemployment which in turn are linked to health.

The federal government has become relatively adept since World

War II at assessing the linkages between fiscal and monetary policy

and economic variables like unemployment. More recently, however,

the impact of economic policy on individual behavior has been studied.

One researcher reports, "The 1,4 percent rise in unemployment during

1970 has cost our society nearly $7 billion in lost, income due to

illnesd and. mortality, and in added state prison and mental hospital

outlays. To this must be added public outlays of some $2.8 billion

annually over the 1970 to 1975 period for joblessjand welfare pay-

ments' associated with the sustained 1.4 ercent rise in unemployment."

Studies like this one provide support for the "right to work" revolu-
/

34.

'tion and consumer participation in governmental policy formation.

Periodic and systematic publicly-funded retraining of workers as an

33

economic necessity could be a major challenge for industry, government,
35

and higher education in the eighties: The policy issues are complex
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in that a "Youth Program May Cut Adults' Job Prospects." A study

by the Worldwatch Institute indicates that "massive labor migration

is a symptom of a world economy that is fundamentally askew, an

economy in which gross income disparities both within and,among
37

countries persist.. These data provide ample reason to monitor the

investment in research and development and its impact on the economy
38

and occupational/technical education.

The right to work carries with it the right to training. In

a recent issue of Education Update, the AFL-CIO indicated that "One

of the most pressing problems in labor eduiation is to determine
39

educational needs of union members. At the first Business,Higher

Education Forum conducted by the American Council on EduCation it

was concluded that "Universities and colleges lack sensitivity to
40

the product and manpower,needs of industry,and business." This

weakness was stated by the head of t American Association of
41 -

Community and Junior College as. follows:

An awareness of-the needs.of persons in the college
area requires a stance unfortunately sometimes lacking in
educators or provided for in institutional structures.
One of the biggest problems facing education may be a re-
luctande"(or Inability) for people_in education to relate
on a regular basi? with people in bUsiness, industry, the
unions, and agriculture. A note-sounded repeatedly as
one talks with people about educational needs is that
they perceive schools and colleges as 'self-contained en-
claves of educators'.

Change is another major force that intrudes upon society.

Alfred North Whitehead characterized the rapid rate of change in
42

1930 as followi:

The pace-of change is accelerating at such aerate
that a number of major cultural revolutions will from
here on take place during a single lifetime.- And under
this condition, it it no longer functional to define the

4

purpose of education as the transmission of the culture.
,Its purpose now must be to produce lifelong learners.



Bucku=.« er Fuller has stated, "Because of the acceleration of our

technological

the last five

is moving so

on tomorrow,

development, the next ten years will be equivalent t;:,
4S

million." Dean Rusk has stated, "The pace of events

fast that unlesS we can find some way to keep oar. sights
44

we cannot expect to be,in touch with today." AnthrOpo-

logist Bernard G. Campbell described change in the following question

"How could a being who was a-bunter-gatherer-a_few-millioriyears ago
45

suddenly find itself capable of going to the moon.-

Edward Cornish provides some perceptions on tow o cope with

rapid change:
46

The future is not fixed, but consists of} a variety of al-
ternatives among which we can choose those we want to realize.

2. Choice is necessary. Refusing to choose is, itself-a choice.

3. Small changes through time can become major changes.

4. The future world will probably be drastically diffrent in
many respects from the present world.

`5. People are responSible fdr their future;
just happen-to them,!

the ftiture doesn't

6. -Methods successful in.the.past may not work in he future
due to changed circumstances.

A problem of the rapid rate of change is the difficulty of

predicting the outcome of an event With some degree of'acCuracy.---,

This phenomena can be seen in the several persons

In A926, the man whose invention ultimately ,-led
to the development of.the TV tube said: "'...commer-
cially and financially, I consider (television) an
impossibility, a development of which we need waste
little time dreaming."

And in 1945, a famous American naval officer said:
"That is the biggest fool thing we've ever done...the
(atomic) bomb will never go off, and I speak as an expert
on explosives." .

- And in 1948, a respected science magazine said:
"Landing and moving around the moon offers so many serious
problems for human beings- that is may take science another
two hundred years to lick them."

47



Analysis of phenomena in -retrospect is much easier as can be seen

in the 1976 statement by Paul Lyet, President of Sperry. Rand. tie

said, "If aviation had evolved at the speed of computers, Neil

Armstrong-would have walked on the moon less than a-year after the

Fright brothers took off from Kitty Hawk."

Prior to the seventies, most leaders in business and education

were able to plan the future by picking a trend and riding it.

Basically, the data stayed constant long enough to do that. During

the seventies, the number of variables increased faster than th

number of constants. Some of these_variables, such as the changing

roes,of women, are less easily quantified. Last year, according

to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, nearly '62 percent of women with

school-age children were working and 45 percent with pre-school

Nad jobs. When women enter the work force, their self-

image changes 'drastically, and their desire for education goes up
48

exponentially. The societal revolutions of equal t and

equal educational opportunity has accessed to postsecondary education

a wider ange of human variability than at any other time in history.

This range will increase in the years ahead as some of the 40 million'
49

Americans pursue,a career transition,- states send professionals

e
50

back to the classroom, colleges specify an agenda to respond to
51

lifelong learning needs during adulthood,_ And institutions begin to

fill_theAlis_sing_link of connecting adult learners to learning resources.

As indicated earlier in this document, the intent of this partial

analysis of selected forces, trends, and, effects is to provide a

conceptual fraapewo4 for examining major changes in the larger,

societal context or environment and, from that analysis, state

cations f6f-the-Iearning socie lng

for technical education in p icular.
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What is described in the paragraphs which follow is a plannin

process for keeping technical education viable in the eighties. It

is a model designed to obtain input from a wide range of sources.

The description of the planning process attempts to deal with the
0

structural component and the personal develoyment component. The

model is generalized to the diversity within the 1,234 two-year
53a

colleges in this nation. The material covers (1) reasons to plan,

(2) stages of organization development; (3) stages of sophistidation

in planning; (4) structural components of the planning process; and

(5) the personnel development component.

Emphasis on broad-based strategic and tactical system-wide

and institutional planning is largely a phenomenon of the seventies.

The intrusion _of a wide range of forces such as'the revolution ia

education, increased accountability, finite resources, and change

in the workplace have provided the impetus for this phenomenon. The

value placed on planning varies inversely with the availability of
54

resources. If it takes more resources to operate the college-than

is available, than a. more efficient and effective method of management

must be developed and implemented. Aeasons'to plan,are as follows:

1. To make the organization more responsive to community/societal
needs.

To provide a means for setting goals and objectives to which
purposeful human activity can be linked".

To bring rationality and equity to the resource allocation
decision making process of relating people, &liars, and time-
to goals and objectives.

To improve management efficiency and effectiveness.

To reduce risk in selected areas and functions within the organ-
ization.

To-Aemmastra countabilit to sponsors_ - Iaxpayers, students;

and clients.

-16-



7. To allow for measurement of progress toward goals and objeztives
and an assessment of outcomes in terms of

(a) output from the organization and
(b) impact on community/societal needs

Organizations pass through various stages of growth and

development. These stages have been characterized as (1) emergence,
SS

(2) growth,(3) maturity, (4) regeneration, and (5) decline. It

is becoming increasing clear that the strategies an organization

uses are influencial by its position in a development sequence.

There a paucity of citations in the literature dealing with

higher education management development. This is due, possibly, to

the dissimilarity between higher education management and business
56

management. It would seem logical, however, that the managerial

style best suited to the current environment i also a function, in

part, of the stage of organizational development. Theories of organ-
.

izational functioning and human effectiveness were reviewed to produce

the Management Dpvelopment and Training Progralinfor Colleges and

Universities, a program endorsed by the American Association of
57

Community and Junior Colleges., Although time will not permit a

detailed discUission about stages of organizational development and

man erial.style suffice it to say that both elements have a

bearing upon the planning function.

The evolution of planning is worthy of some comment. William A.

Shoemaker, fo r Vice President for Research for-the Council fbr

the Advancement of Small Colleges, developed a list of "College

Pesonnel Attitudes and Planning Practices" as a result of extensive

involve ment in an Institutional Research and Planning Project (1972-75)

apd the Planning and Data System Project (1975-79). H s list begins

with status quo an incrementalism attitudes, moves th year

21
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fiscal planning and institutional research practices, and extends

to the systematic and informed collegial model. A program conducted

by John D. Millett, Executive Vice President for the Academy for

Educational Development, is an elaboration of the systematic and

informed collegial model. During'the three calendar years 1976

through 1978, AED undertook a project to assist selected colleges
58

and universities in the management of change. The model calls

for specification of external environmental assumptions such as.

) social expectations, (2) economic-trends, ( ) demographic trends,

and (4) governmental planning as well as the specification of internal

assumptions relating to (1) educational purposes, (2) quality-standards,

( ) desirable enrollment' size, (4) relationship to location, and

) assessment of available resources. From these two sets of

sumptions are derived the statement ok mission, goals and objectives

output and support programs, foundation' plans, budgets, and the

evaluation plan.

Although the planning process has numerous components, this'

discussion will emphasize (1) planning protocol and structure,

(2) planning assumptions,,(3) goal specification, and (4) program

development.'-First,,there is a planning protocol. Some persons(s)

at an institution have responsibility for planning various aspects

of the institution and they will follow some procedure in doing

whatever it is they will do. How they do whatever they do should

follow an agreed-upon set of steps. Next, there is the need to

develop a planning structure. Most institutions have some sort of

structure for coordinating the ongoing activities of the institution.

The structure may be quite simple, with a minimum number of persons

participating in,the decision-making process, or it may be quite



complex involving a number of review committees and severel levels

f review boards. Rea

structure for planning.

Second, there must be some..way for stating and achieving con-

census by appropriate groups on external and internal assumptions

ess of complexity, there must be some

about the institution. A project by .the American Association of

State Colleges and Universities uses societal trends and societal

values as a way of planning futures and bringing planning assumptions

into focus. The project uses a cross-influence matrix of 12 societal

trends and 12 values to determine goals in 10 areas. The 12 societal

trends are population, government, global affairs, environment, energy,

economy, science and technology, human settlements, work, life style,

women and participation. The 12 societal vilues are change, freedom,

%equality, leisure, fisresight, pluralism, localism, responsibility,

knowledge, quality gOals, and interdependence The 10 goal areas

-are fihance, students .research and development, public-service,

facilities, fidultr, curribula administration, resources, and
59

athletics.

Several institutions have made excellent progress with the

Futures Creating Paradigm including Indiana State University, Indiana

University of Pennsylvania, the University of Maine at Farmington

Boston State'College, and Valley City State College. Two other mode

worthy of examination include the University of WisconOn and West
,

Virginia University. Wisconsin is state-wide model with the

coordinating unit and individual campusei,p icipating in specifying

assumptions. The West Virginia University model includes assumptions
60

and-objectives. 23



North Central Technical College reviewed a number of

planning models. The College defined the term "assumption"

generated a list of categories for arraying assumptions. The

definition of assumption- -is-as follows:

An assumption is a proposition describing future
conditions, some of which the institution has little
control over. The level of certainty assignid to an
assumption determines the level of precision it is
allowed in subsequent planning. The greater the un-
certainty about the assumption the greater must be the
range of flexibility/hedging/options the instituelon
retains against the non-assumed condition. Raising the
-certainty level of an assumption yields greater planning
precision, better long term goal effectiveness and im-
proved cost efficiencT and program effectiveness. A
planning assumption proposition can be internal to the
institution of external to it. One criterion which is
used in making a decision about inclusion or exclusion
of a specific proposition at the institutional or cost
center levels rests on whether or not the assumption-has
a direct bearing on- setting goals and objectives- at
that level.

The list of categories for stating assumptions, is as follows=o.
1. Assumptions about the societal context within which -

NCTC exists.

sumptions about external agencies

Assumptions about institutional leadership /management

Assumptions abou, NCTC programs (existing and pdtential)

tions about potential students and enrollment

ions. about student services

Assumptions about staffing and profe °nal development

Assumptions about physical plant

r--

Assumptions about equipment

10. Assumptions about fiscal resources

Planning assumptions sbout thesqcietal context in which
.

an institution exists can f t hon such issuel of alth, energy

-20-



transportation, lifelong training, quality of worklife, leisure,

credentializing such as licensure and certification and program
I

and institutional accreditation, Planning assumptions

external agencies can focus on the relationship between an in-

stitution and state and local, governance, higher education as a

system, articulation, and communication. Planning,assumptions

about existing and potential programs - include new credit and

non-credit programs growing out of needs analysis or market seg-

mentation studies, use of advisory committees, and instructional

development and support. Selected examples of institutional

assumptions are as follows:

It is assumed_ that equal educational opportunity as a ti
of all persons will be a dominant theme of federal and state
legislation in the years ahead. This will mandate a focus on
"packaging" higher education programs as We shift from the 20th
century goal ,of "eduCation for all"-to the 21st century_goal of
"education for eaC/0...1 It will necessitate careful attention to
remedial'educationp-programs to overcome academic deficiencies
as well as deVelopmontal education, programs to develop the
diverse talents of .students.

We have, moved from.= era of thinking about educatiod as
something given in the early years of youth and lasting thrbughout
life to thinking'about education as occurring,throughout a life
span." It is assumed thig trend will continue as an increasing
humber of Americans anticipate job or career changes, states
mandate dontinuing professionat education, and lifetime learning
is viewed as a basic social right as well as an economic necessity.

The United States is likely to retain an unchallengeable compe-
e advantage only in products and techniques that are. at,the
refront of technological development or that require a high

integrated market for their creation.

It is assumed the process by which policy decisions are made
will undergo agonizing changes with the erosion of institutional
autonomy and a gradaalshift of authority to,stati and regional,
c ordinattng agencies, and legislative bodies. This action will

accompanied by lobbying activities.

It is _assumed that the proce e for measuring educational
accomplishients will change in dramatic ways. The system of
amassing largely time-related abademic units to reach the required
total for a degree will yield to different output measures related
to.levels of competency in reference to designatedpbodies Of
knowledge and sets of skills.



Sources of-trends and assumptions are numerous. In 1964,

th Institute Of Life In ce conducted a Future Outlook Study

to assess significant-social and political trends because it seemed

clear that reactive style were not appropriate in times of rapid-

change. One result of the Euture.Outlelk Study was a call for an

ongoing mechanism to b&established by which, the -business could

keep abreast of emerging ideas and social changes that might affect

its operating ,environment. In 1970, an early-warping system called

the Trend Analysis Pfogram (TAP) was designed and put into place.
. _

TAP continues to operate As a program of the American Council of-

Life Insurance, formed in 1976 by a merger of the Institute of Life

Insurance and the American Life Insurance Association. TAP has

A

produced reports on Aging and 'the Aged;The Employee; The Life

Cycle; The International Scene, Frontier Technologies: Part One.-

Science and Health- Frontier Technolo ies: Part Two - Information

Science; A Culture in Transformation: Toward A Different Societal

Ethic; Transco ation; 02/11101uAII5112112III2En4y1LE22WIL;
J

Planning; Death, Dying and Life Extension; and The Changing Nature

of Work. TAP is useful as,a model in,that the screening function is

carried out by over one hundred life insurance executives who monitor
61

almost one hundred periodicals.

Another major source of trends and assumptions information is

the Work in American Institute, Inc. a_nonprotftt organization founded

in 1975 to advance productivity and the quality of working life. The

Institute's Studies in Productivity include reports on Mid-Career

Perspect s. =The Middle -Aged and Older Population; Productiviq and

the_guality of -Working, Life ; Trends in Product Quality Worker

-22-
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Attitude; Managerial Prochlotivity; Worker Alienation; Human Patterns

of Work; New Patterns of Work; Occupational Stress and Productivity;

Redesigning Work: A Strategy for Change; Jobs and the Environment;

and Changing- Attitudes Toward Work.
62_

Other major sources of trend and assumption information include

Trends 2000 - New Challen.es, New Needs, New Images: America in
63 64

Transition; priorities for future technology assessment-, Alter-------
65

native Scenarios of the American Future; The Exciting 80's: A
66

Ki linger Forecast for the text Decade; Productivity in the
67

ChangingWorld of the 1980's; Science and Technology
68-

Report to the Congress; The Surgeon General's Report; Healthy
69

'People_; professional association activities such as the AACJC 1979

Assembly on Lifelong Education and priorities for postsecondary

occupational education as developed by the AACJC Council for Occupa-

tional EducatiOn; and national studies on topics relevent-to our
70

colleges such as Vocational ducation and Trainin m act on Youth;
71 72

Project Talent; and The
74

Planning Papers for the Vocational Education Stu4E.-

National Longitudinal Study of 1972.

During 1977-78, most of the focus was on developing the protocol

and structure for planning and setting goals and objectiveiiand relating-

dollars lo them. During 1978-79, a great deal of time was/spe,t on

specifying assumptions at the institutional_level and refining goals

and objectives'and the way dpllars are assigned to them During

1979-80, most of the emphasis was upon clarification o assumptions.

at the departmehtal/technology level and the relation hip between

assumptions and goals and objectives. A critical analysis of informa-

tion obtained through a structured process is a me ns for developing

alternative scenarios of the future. The process helps to add clarity

-23-



to goals and objectives. The process of specifying assumptions

is to diagnosis as the derivation of goals is to development. The

derivation of organizational and individual goals and objectives

the creative heart of the process.

In launching a comprehensive planning process, a college must

e a commitment to the ersonnel development_ component to complement

the structural components described in the Prec6eding paragraphs.

The ihilosophy of a college in adopting a collegial, participatory

mode of management is based on underlying assumptions such as (1)

humans are the most important educational resource of the organizatio

2) talents and skills of individuals within the organization must

be cultivated systematically; (3) persons to be effected by plans

and decisions shoul4 have a role in making them; (4) involvement in

planning leads to a meaningful investment of,time and a commitment

on the part of the participants; and (5) collaborative goal setting

represents a way of working toward solutions, rathc than trying to

escape from irreconcilable problems.

In summary, some planning is a characteristic and pervasive

behavior of all htman beings and organizations; it is the hallmark

of what we call rationality. If we were to draw a line to represent

the possible'range Of ways an organization might make its decisions,

one end of it would be calledAd,lioc and the other end Planned.

the Ad Hoc mode, decisions are made one-by-one according td-the mood

and judgment of the decisions makers, unrestrained by-plan or even

precedents. In the Planned mode, every decision is wholly constrained

by a previously adopted plan. There are in practice, few examples

of these perfect extremes. Somewhere between these two extremes is

where most organizations are in their planning. It would appear
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certain that comprehersive institutional planning must make progress

toward the Planned end of the continuum in the 1980s and that trend

analysis will be an integral part of the process.
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